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The present invention relates generally to an apparatus and method for displaying graphics on a computer display screen, and more particularly to simultaneously displaying data from graphics and video sources on the same screen.

Graphical applications are becoming increasingly popular with computer users. High resolution pictures, animation, and other visual and graphical effects displayed on a computer screen have become commonplace as computer microprocessors are developed having greater speed and processing power. Graphical user interfaces (GUI’s), for example, are used widely. It is generally accepted that computers having graphical user interfaces (GUI’s) are easier to use, and that it is quicker to learn an application program in a GUI environment than in a non-GUI environment.

The increased graphical capabilities of computers have led to the display of video signals on computer display screens. A video source, such as a video camera, television receiver, etc. can be used to input a video signal to a computer. Components such as an analog-to-digital converter (ADC) convert the analog video signals to digital signals which the computer can process. These digital signals are typically organized into "pixels," which are fundamental picture elements of an image on a display screen. The computer eventually sends the digital video data to a digital to analog converter (DAC) to display analog video signals on a computer display screen which look like the displayed images and animations of a CRT of a television, for example. Many computers can display live video signals in full color and resolution with no loss in frame rate or detail.

A common application of computer-displayed video signals is to display a video "window" on a screen surrounded by displayed computer-generated graphics. For example, in a GUI, the computer typically displays a graphical background, several menu selections, icon shapes, open windows on the screen, etc. A live video window can be displayed on one portion of the screen while the rest of the screen displays standard graphical objects. A computer user could thus watch a live video window while working with other computer applications, such as a word processing window or a spreadsheet window. The size of the video window can be set by the user in some applications, although the resolution and frame rate for a certain window size depends on the speed and processing power of the computer and its display circuitry.

In displaying both graphics and video on a computer screen simultaneously, the computer typically uses memory to store the graphics and video data before outputting the data to the screen. Figure 1 is a block diagram of a typical prior art display system 10 used in a computer to simultaneously display video data and graphics data on the same screen. Commands from a microprocessor are sent on a system bus 12 to a graphics adapter chip 14, which can be implemented as an application specific integrated circuit (ASIC). Graphics adapter chip 14 receives the commands such as drawing commands, rendering commands, or commands to transfer data in memory and performs those commands. Graphics adapter chip 14 sends generated data on bus 15 to VRAM or other types of memory chips 16 to store the generated graphics data. Graphics data from the VRAM chip 16 is sent to a digital-to-analog converter (DAC) 18 when instructed by graphics adapter chip 14. DAC 18 converts the digital graphics data to analog data to be displayed on a display screen 19. A common method of display is to output separate red, green, and blue (RGB) signals from the DAC to a color display screen. A video window 21 is shown displayed on display screen 19 with a graphics background 22.

Display system 10 also includes a video source 20 for inputting a video signal. Video sources such as a video camera, a video cassette recorder, or a television receiver are typically used. The analog video signal from the video source is input to an analog-to-digital converter (ADC)/decoder/scaler 24, which converts the analog video signal to a digital signal suitable for use with the other digital components of the system and extracts usable video data and synchronization signals from the digitized video data. The ADC/decoder/scaler 24 outputs digital video data, synchronization signals and other data derived from components well known to those skilled in the art on bus 26, which is mixed with bus 25 output from graphics adapter chip 14. The video data is stored in VRAM 16 and thus shares the memory with graphics data generated by graphics adapter chip 14. Typically, video data is stored in a particular section of memory and is readily accessible by the graphics adapter chip 14. Graphics adapter chip 14 receives information from the microprocessor indicating where the video window is located on the screen and causes graphics data or video data to be output from VRAM 16 when appropriate.

The prior art display system shown in Figure 1 is useful in that a displayed video window can be stored in existing memory that is also used for graphics data, thereby obviating any need for additional memory and cost. However, this display system is limited by the bandwidth of the memory bus 15. Since graphics data and video data share the same bus, the amount of graphics and video data that can be stored in VRAM 16 and transferred to DAC 18 at one time is substantially reduced, especially when displaying "true color" 24-bit video pixels, which require a large memory bandwidth. The performance of the display system is thus reduced, and either the displayed video window is limited to a small size or a low resolution so that the full frame rate of the video signal can be displayed, or the frame rate of the video signal is reduced so that a particular resolution or window size can be displayed. In either case, the presentation of a video signal in the video window is degraded.
[0008] US Patent No. 5,412,399 discloses another kind of apparatus for displaying video data and graphics data. In this apparatus, separate memories are provided for video data and graphics data and the memories have respective output connections to a data bus leading to the display. Video data or graphics data can then be transferred over the data bus to the display screen, the selection between either video data or digital data being performed by a bus controller. A composite image containing both video and graphics can thus be displayed on the screen.

[0009] What is needed is a display system of a computer system that provides a large memory bandwidth capable of displaying a large video window at a high resolution and full frame rate while displaying graphics on the other portions of the display screen. The video window should be displayed without any video image clipping and without any restrictions as to its displayed location on a computer screen.

[0010] In accordance with a first aspect of the invention, there is provided a method of simultaneously displaying graphics data and video data on a display screen of a computer system having graphics memory and video memory arranged to store image information to be displayed on the display screen, the display screen displaying a multiplicity of pixels, wherein the graphics memory and the video memory are each arranged to transmit a sequence of blocks of pixel data to the display screen on output channels, and wherein each block of pixel data includes data for a plurality of screen pixels that is to be transmitted simultaneously as a block, the method comprising the steps of:

- storing graphics data received from a graphics source in graphics memory;
- storing video data received from a video source in video memory;
- selectively outputting graphics data for a block of pixels simultaneously from the graphics memory on a number of graphics channels when only graphics data is to be transmitted to the screen on output channels connected to said graphics channels;
- selectively outputting video data for a block of pixels simultaneously from the video memory on a number of video channels corresponding to said number of graphics channels when only video data is to be transmitted to the screen on said output channels, wherein said video channels are coupled to said graphics channels to form said output channels and wherein each block of pixel data or video data is output to a display screen on each output channel; characterised in that, when both graphics data and video data are to be transmitted to the screen simultaneously in a single block of data on said output channels, selectively causing the output channels that are intended to carry graphics data to transmit only graphics data and selectively causing the output channels that are intended to carry video data to transmit only video data by reading a window-type memory to determine which pixels on said screen are intended to display graphics data and which pixels on said screen are intended to display video data.

[0011] In accordance with a second aspect of the invention, there is provided an apparatus for simultaneously displaying graphics data and video data on a display screen of a computer system, the apparatus comprising:

- a graphics memory having a set of output graphics channels suitable for simultaneously transmitting graphics data for a plurality of screen pixels;
- a video memory having a set of output video channels suitable for simultaneously transmitting video data for a plurality of screen pixels, and a converter element for converting data on said output channels into a form suitable for driving a display screen of a computer system, characterised in that each said video channel is coupled to a corresponding graphics channel to form a pair of channels and in that an output channel is coupled to each of said pairs of graphics channels and video channels, there being a selection element for selectively causing either data from said graphics memory or data from said video memory to pass on each of said output channels such that the output channels may transmit a block of pixel data that simultaneously includes both graphics data and video data divided on a discrete pixel-by-pixel basis, wherein said selection element includes window-type memory having a memory map of a location of a video window for display on a display screen of a computer system.

[0012] In accordance with a third aspect of the invention there is provided a computer system comprising:

- an apparatus according to the second aspect of the invention;
- a processor;
- a graphics adapter coupled to said processor for receiving commands from said processor and outputting graphics data according to the commands, wherein the graphics memory is coupled to said graphics adapter for storing said graphics data;
- a video converter for converting a video signal from a video source to video data suitable for storage in the video memory, wherein the video memory is coupled to said video converter for storing said video data; and
- a display screen coupled to said converter element operative to display the data converted by the converter element.
[0013] An embodiment of the invention provides for simultaneously displaying graphics data and video data on a display screen of a computer. Separate graphics and video memories are used such that memory bandwidth and data transfer rates are higher, leading to larger displayed video window sizes and more realistic video presentation. The present invention uses dummy video pixel insertion in one embodiment to prevent losing video pixels and/or restricting the placement of the video window on the computer screen.

[0014] An embodiment of the invention provides a method of simultaneously displaying graphics data and video data on a display screen of a computer system including graphics memory and video memory arranged to store image information to be displayed on the display screen. The graphics memory and the video memory each sequentially transmit blocks of data to the display screen on output channels, and each block of data includes data for multiple screen pixels that are transmitted simultaneously. The method includes steps of storing graphics data received from a graphics source in graphics memory and storing video data received from a video source in video memory. When only graphics data is to be presented on the screen in a block of screen pixels, a block of graphics data is transmitted to the screen over a number of graphics channels. When only video data is to be presented on the screen, a block of video data is output from the video memory on a number of video channels corresponding to the number of graphics channels. The video channels are coupled to the graphics channels to form output channels, and either graphics data or video data can be output to a display screen on each output channel. When both graphics data and video data are to be transmitted to the screen simultaneously in a single block of data on the output channels, the output channels that are intended carry graphics data are selectively caused to transmit only graphics data. Likewise, the output channels that are intended to carry video data are selectively caused to transmit only video data. In one embodiment, the video memory stores a row of output data in a shift register before the row is output. A portion of the output data is shifted into an output buffer before the data is output. In one embodiment, to align the video window between a block of graphics data, a number of dummy video pixel values are inserted before video data in the shift register of the video memory. The number of dummy pixel values is based on the position of the edge of the video window and the number of output channels. The selection of graphics and video channels includes reading a window-type memory to determine which pixels on the screen are intended to display graphics data and which pixels on said screen are intended to display video data.

[0015] An embodiment of the invention provides an apparatus for displaying a video window on a display screen of a computer system and including a graphics memory having a set of output graphics channels suitable for simultaneously transmitting graphics data for a plurality of screen pixels. The apparatus also includes a video memory having a set of output video channels suitable for simultaneously transmitting video data for a plurality of screen pixels. Each video channel is coupled to a corresponding graphics channel to form a pair of channels, and an output channel is coupled to one of the pairs of graphics channels and video channels. A selection element is used to selectively cause data from the graphics channels or the video channels to pass on each of the output channels. The output channels may transmit a block of pixel data that simultaneously includes both graphics data and video data divided on a discrete pixel basis. A converter element is used for converting data on the output channels into a format suitable for driving the display screen of the computer system. In one embodiment, the selection element includes window-type memory having a memory map of the location of a video window on the computer screen. In the preferred embodiment, the video memory stores a number of dummy pixels positioned before the video data in the video memory. These dummy pixels are copied values of actual video pixels and are output on video channels that are not selected to output data to the computer screen. Only dummy pixels are thus thrown away, and actual video data is not lost. A frame grabber controller is preferably coupled to the video memory and the source element for controlling the output of video data from the video memory. In an alternate embodiment of the present invention, a digital to analog converter can be used to select graphics and video lines to output graphics and video pixels stored in a queue.

[0016] An embodiment of the present invention permits an increased amount of pixel data to be transferred from memory to the display screen at one time. Separate graphics and video memories can each output a larger bandwidth of data. With an increased data transfer rate, a larger and more realistic video window can be displayed on the computer screen.

[0017] A preferred embodiment of the present invention also permits a video window to be presented on a display screen without having any part of the video image lost or clipped at the interface between graphics pixels and video pixels. This feature also allows the video window to be placed on any graphics pixel boundary displayed on the screen.

[0018] These and other advantages of the present invention will become apparent to those skilled in the art after reading the following descriptions and studying the various figures of the drawings.

[0019] Embodiments of the invention are described hereinafter, by way of example only, with reference to the accompanying drawings, in which:

FIGURE 1 is a block diagram of a prior art computer display system;

FIGURE 2 is a block diagram of a computer display system in accordance with a first embodiment of the present
invention;

FIGURE 2a is a schematic diagram illustrating multiplexed graphics and video channels in the display system shown in Figure 2a;

FIGURE 2b is a schematic diagram illustrating a connection of a single graphics channel and video channel as shown in Figure 2b;

FIGURE 3a is a diagrammatic illustration of a portion of a display screen showing graphics and video pixels of a displayed video window positioned at a discrete boundary between graphics pixel blocks;

FIGURE 3b is a diagrammatic illustration of a portion of a display screen showing a boundary between graphics and video data that occurs at an intermediate location within a pixel block;

FIGURE 4 is a block diagram of the dummy pixel logic of an embodiment of the present invention; and

FIGURE 5 is a block diagram of an alternate embodiment of a computer display system.

[0020] Figure 2 is a block diagram of a first embodiment of a computer display system 30 for displaying a video window on a display screen. Display system 30 includes a microprocessor 31, a system bus 32, a graphics adapter chip 34, graphics memory 36, window-type memory 38, a video source 40, analog-to-digital converters (ADC’s) 42, a decoder/scaler 44, a video memory 46, source selection logic 48, digital-to-analog converter (DAC) 50, frame-grabber controller 52, and a display screen 54. While buses of specified width (i.e., 8-bit buses, 32-bit buses, etc.) are described below as an example, it should be appreciated that a variety of different types of buses having different numbers of lines can be used in different embodiments.

[0021] Microprocessor 31 is the main processor of the computer system and is coupled to system bus 32 for data transfer to components and peripherals of the system, including display system 30. System bus 32 is also coupled to RAM, ROM, input/output ports, and other components generally used in a computer system (not shown). System bus 32 can be used to send data signals, address signals, and control signals.

[0022] Graphics adapter chip 34 receives data over system bus 32 and creates graphics pixel data to be displayed on a display screen. Commands from the microprocessor of the computer system are input to the graphics adapter chip on the system bus and instruct the chip to draw graphical objects, mathematically render images, etc., and to create pixel data to be displayed on the display screen. A suitable graphics adapter chip for use in the described embodiment is a Sun GX or TGX application specific integrated circuit (ASIC), manufactured by Sun Microsystems, Inc. of Mountain View, California. This ASIC includes a graphics rendering engine, a memory controller, and a CRT/display controller on a single chip. Separate chips having these functions can be used as well. Graphics adapter chip 34 outputs graphical data on bus 55, which in the described embodiment is a 64 bit bus. Bus 55 is divided into two 32-bit wide buses which input data to graphics memory 36. The graphics data is preferably formatted into a number of pixels, wherein a pixel is the smallest displayed picture element on the display screen. Taken collectively, the pixels form an image. Pixels are generally positioned in rows and columns on the screen. Each pixel is represented by a number of bits, and the numerical value of the bits indicates a pixel's attributes, such as the color or shade of the pixel.

[0023] The graphics adapter chip controls the display of graphics pixels by continuously outputting stored pixels from graphics memory to DAC 50. Graphics adapter chip 34 also receives information from the microprocessor indicating where a video window is to be displayed on the display screen. This information is input to window-type memory 38 (described below).

[0024] Graphics memory 36 receives graphics data from graphics adapter chip 34 and stores the data until it is output and displayed on the screen. In the described embodiment, two banks of memory 58 and 60 are used to store the graphics data, where the first four of any eight horizontally contiguous pixels are stored in one bank 58, and the second four pixels are stored in the second bank 60. Graphics pixels stored in graphics memory banks 58 and 60 have eight bits apiece in the described embodiment, which are used to store information about the color of the displayed pixel. In the described embodiment, each bank 58 and 60 is a 128K x 8 VRAM chip. In alternate embodiments, other types of memory can be used as well, including dynamic random access memory (DRAM). Also, in alternate embodiments, the graphics pixels can have greater or fewer than 8 bits per pixel, such as 16-bit or 24-bit pixels. If a pixel includes more than 8 bits, a larger graphics memory than the described memory would typically be required to store the pixels, and a greater width of the datapath between graphics memory and DAC 50 would be needed. In addition, a DAC 50 supporting the larger pixels and multiplexing would be needed.

[0025] Graphics memory 36 outputs data on 32-bit bus 62 in the described embodiment. The outputting of graphics pixels is controlled by graphics adapter chip 34 using address and control lines (not shown). The graphics adapter chip
continuously outputs graphics pixels at a rate consistent with the display screen's refresh rate. In the described embodiment, the data on bus 62 is divided into 4 pixels of 8 bits per pixel, for a total of 32 bits. Each 8 bits of bus 62 is considered a "graphics channel" that carries information about 1 pixel at a time; bus 62 therefore includes four graphics channels in the described embodiment. The four graphics channels transmit four pixels simultaneously from the graphics memory; herein, these four pixels are considered a "block" of graphics data. "N" graphics channels can be used in alternate embodiments, where "N" can be a value of 2 or greater.

Each bank 58 and 60 of graphics memory 36 includes an output buffer which outputs a single 32-bit block of four pixels at a time. When using a VRAM or similar type of memory, shift registers in graphics memory 36 can be used to provide pixels from the memory storage locations to the output buffer, as described below with reference to video memory 46. Banks 58 and 60 also include tri-state buffers for each output bit. These tri-state buffers can be enabled or disabled to selectively output bits at specified locations in the output buffer. Source selection logic 48 can control the tri-state buffers to select which graphics channels are enabled to output graphics pixels (described below). The graphics channels are multiplexed with video channels from a video memory and sent to a DAC to be output to the display screen, as described below.

Window-type memory 38 is coupled to graphics adapter chip 34 via bus 55. In the described embodiment, window-type memory 38 receives the lower 4 bits of bytes output by graphics adapter chip 34 on a bus 63; since graphics adapter chip 34 preferably outputs 8 bytes, window-type memory 38 receives 32 bits. The microprocessor 31 writes data into window-type memory 38 through the graphics adapter chip 34 indicating the pixel layout of the display screen, i.e., which pixels on the display screen are graphics pixels and which pixels are video pixels. The window-type memory stores the screen layout as pixel codes indicating a pixel-by-pixel description of the display screen. For example, the microprocessor can store a description of the location of the video window on the screen in the window-type memory. In this description, video pixels can be indicated by a certain pixel code and graphics pixels can be indicated by a different pixel code. In the described embodiment, window-type memory 38 is four bits deep; thus, a video pixel can be indicated by a pixel code of 15, and a graphics pixel can be indicated by a pixel code between 0 and 14. The codes between 0 and 14 can contain other data related to the display screen layout. For example, data related to color of pixels for each specific application program that is running on the computer system can be stored, such as color palette information (described below). In alternate embodiments, a smaller window-type memory can be used, since pixel codes of only 1 bit per pixel are actually required to store pixels as either video or graphics pixels in the window-type memory.

The data in window-type memory 38 is accessed by the source selection logic 48 through bus 61, which is preferably a 16-bit bus. Four 4-bit pixel codes (one pixel for each channel) are supplied to the source selection logic on bus 61. Bus 61 is also coupled to DAC 50 to supply the four pixel codes to the DAC from window-type memory. For example, when the DAC 50 reads a value of 15 on bus 61 from the window-type memory data, it expects a 24-bit video pixel (from video memory), and when the DAC reads a value between 0-14 on bus 61, it expects an 8-bit pixel (from graphics memory). In the described embodiment, window-type memory is the same size as each bank of graphics memory 36, 128K x 8.

Video source 40 is used to input a video signal into the display system 30. Video source 40 can be a television receiver, video camera, video cassette recorder, or any other apparatus capable of producing an analog video signal. Video signals typically are produced in one of two types. One type, composite video, includes a channel on which a brightness signal, a color signal and various synchronization signals are carried. Composite video signals have various formats, including NTSC, PAL, and SECAM. The other type of video signal is S-video, which includes a luminance signal and a chrominance signal. In the described embodiment, either type of video signal may be input to the display system 10. ADC's 42 are used to convert the analog input video signal to a digital signal which can be manipulated by the display computer system. In the described embodiment, a TDA8708 for composite video (and part of S-video) and a TDA8709 for S-video, both manufactured by Philips/Signetics, are used as ADC's 42. In alternate embodiments, a video source can provide a digital video signal directly so that no ADC 42 is required.

The ADC's 42 output a digital signal on buses 64. In the described embodiment, buses 64 are 8-bit buses that send a digital signal representing the analog video input signal. Two buses 64 are provided in the described embodiment, each bus corresponding to a type of video signal (e.g., composite or S-video). Buses 64 are coupled to decoder/scaler 44, which decodes the 8-bit input signal to a 24-bit red-green-blue (RGB) output signal. A commonly used pixel format for digitized video is a 24-bit RGB format, where each of the three primary color portions (red, green and blue) is described by 8 bits. 24-bit pixel format is considered "true color", since a much larger and realistic range of colors can be displayed than if only 8 bits were used. Other N-bit pixel formats can also be used in alternate embodiments; for example, 16-bit or 15-bit RGB pixels and 16-bit YUV pixels are common formats. The decoder extracts the synchronization signals from the digital video signal and converts the raw digital data into standard luminance and chrominance signals in the RGB format. The scaler of decoder/scaler 44 also scales the input digital data from a standard, predetermined resolution that is automatically decoded by the decoder to a resolution specified by the microprocessor. For example, if a user resizes the video window on the display screen, the microprocessor sends the
new video window size to the frame grabber controller 52 on system bus 32. The frame grabber controller then sends the video window size information to scaler 44 on bus 65. Scaler 44 adjusts the resolution of the video window and outputs video pixels that correspond to the new video window size, as is well known to those skilled in the art. In the described embodiment, the scaler scales the video window from a standard resolution of 640 x 480 pixels to the desired resolution. Decoder/scaler can be implemented using model SAAT196 manufactured by Philips/Signetics. In the described embodiment, 24-bit RGB video data is output from decoder/scaler 44 on bus 66.

[0031] Video memory 46 is coupled to bus 66 output from decoder/scaler 44. In the described embodiment, bus 66 is routed into four buses of 24 bits each, where each bus is input into a different bank of video memory 46 (Banks A-D). Banks A-D are incorporated in a sequential access memory port of the video memory (all four banks are shown as one box 46 in Figure 2). The data at each bank of the video memory is clocked in sequentially and is stored in the same order in the memory (the data is preferably clocked into shift registers within the video memory and then stored from the shift registers to a DRAM portion (banks A-D) of the video memory. The shift registers are described below). Thus, the decoder/scaler 44 sends out a 24-bit pixel which is clocked into Bank A, another video pixel which is clocked into Bank B, and so on. A video pixel output by decoder/scaler 44 can be clocked into several ports simultaneously if desired; this is accomplished to insert "dummy pixels" in the video memory and is described in greater detail with reference to Figures 3a, 3b, and 4. The video memory of the described embodiment is 1024 x 512 x 24, so that the maximum-sized video window having 24-bit pixels stored in the video memory is 1024 x 512 pixels. In alternate embodiments, differently-sized video windows or video memories can be used; for example, two identical 512 x 512 x 24 storage areas of the video memory can be used to reduce the "video tearing" effect, which occurs when computer monitor refresh rates differ widely from video source refresh rates. The two identical storage areas in memory can be used as two buffers of video memory in which video pixels are stored. The two buffers can alternately output a complete frame of video data as the buffers are filled so that no partial frames are displayed on the screen.

[0032] Video memory 46 of the described embodiment includes a second sequential (or serial) access memory port used for outputting video pixels from the video memory. The output channels are organized into three buses of 32 bits each, where each group of 32 bits is used for one primary color of red, green, or blue. Since 8 bits represents each primary color in 24-bit video signals, each of the 32-bit buses includes four video channels of eight bits each. Each 32-bit bus thus can send one color component (R, G, or B) of four video pixels, one video pixel on each video channel. As described below, DAC 50 receives 24-bit video pixels separated into the three RGB 8-bit portions. Bus 74 thus carries the 8-bit red components of 4 video pixels, bus 70 carries the 8-bit green components of 4 video pixels, and bus 72 carries the 8-bit blue components of 4 video pixels. As referenced herein, a "block" of video pixels refers to the 4 video pixels output on buses 74, 70, and 72.

[0033] In the described embodiment, buses 70 and 72 are coupled to Green and Blue inputs of DAC 50, respectively, while bus 74 is multiplexed with graphics channels 62 from graphics memory 36 and coupled to the Red input of DAC 50 (described below). Since bus 62 and bus 74 each include four channels, the graphics channels and video channels employ 4-way multiplexing. In alternate embodiments, N-way multiplexing can be employed, where N can be a value of 2 or greater.

[0034] When video pixels are output from the video memory 46, a row of video pixels is loaded into shift registers (or serial access memory) included in the video memory from banks A-D. For example, a row can equal 1024 pixels in a horizontal scan line. A block of video pixels is then shifted from the shift registers into an output buffer that stores a block of video pixels and which is also included in video memory 46. In the described embodiment, a block of video data includes 4 video pixels, one pixel per video channel, where each Bank is coupled to one video channel. The output buffer, similar to the output buffer described in graphics memory 36, outputs a single block of pixel data at a time for three 32-bit buses, thus totalling 96 bits. In addition, video channels are coupled to the output buffer of video memory 46 and are controlled by tri-state buffers which either enable a video channel to carry data or disable the video channel and prevent data from being output on bus 74. The tri-state buffers of bus 74 are controlled by source selection logic 48, which is described below. Preferably, one block of video pixels is output from the output buffer, and a new block is shifted from the shift registers to the output buffer. Once the shift register has been exhausted, the next row of pixels is loaded into the shift register from Banks A-D.

[0035] Video memory 46 of the described embodiment also preferably includes a random access port coupled to a bus 76 which is connected to the microprocessor through the system bus 32. The random-access port can be used to randomly access the contents of video memory 46. An application that uses such a configuration is teleconferencing, in which a video signal depicting, for example, a user's face is sent to the microprocessor and transmitted through a networking interface to another computer/display screen. A user could thus receive a video signal from a different user to display on the computer screen while the user's own picture would be recorded by a video camera near the screen and sent to the other user's computer for that user to view on his screen. When outputting video data from the random access port of video memory 46, a buffer 47 is used to reduce loading on microprocessor bus 32.

[0036] Video memory 46 is a tri-port video memory, such as MT43C8128 manufactured by Micron Semiconductor. The three ports are the input sequential access port, the output sequential access port, and the random access port.
In alternate embodiments, other types of video memory can be used. For example, a dual port video memory can be used which includes one sequential access port and one random access port. The sequential access port can be used for outputting the video pixels to the DAC 50, and the random access port can be used both as an input port for video pixels from decoder/scaler 44 and as an output port to send video data to the microprocessor and over a network for teleconferencing. The dual port video memory is typically cheaper than the tri-port video memory, but it is slower due to the shared use of the random access port as an input and an output.

[0037] Source selection logic 48 is used to select when graphics pixel data and video pixel data are to be output to the DAC 50 and displayed on the display screen. The source selection logic monitors pixels codes that are caused to be output of window-type memory 38 on bus 61 by graphics adapter chip 34. The source selection logic receives the pixel codes via 16-bit bus 61 in groups of four, where each pixel code identifies a graphics pixel or a video pixel. The pixel codes instruct the source selection logic to turn outputs of the graphics and video memories on or off. The source selection logic sends enable or disable signals on bus 45 to the tri-state buffers at the output buffer of bank 58 of the graphics memory 36, and sends similar signals on bus 49 to the tri-state buffers of bank 60 of graphics memory 36. Some or all of the tri-state buffers are enabled when the window-type memory indicates which graphics channels should output graphics pixels, and the tri-state buffers which are not selected to output pixels are left in a high-impedance state. Similarly, the pixel codes instruct the source selection logic to send enable or disable signals on bus 51 to the tri-state buffers of bus 74 at the output buffer of video memory 46. Tri-state buffers are enabled for video channels which are indicated to output video pixels.

[0038] In the described embodiment, source selection logic 48 provides the following signals on bus 51 to the video memory 46, determined by the following logic equations:

\[
\begin{align*}
EA &= \overline{(WTA0 \land WTA1 \land WTA2 \land WTA3)} \\
EB &= \overline{(WTB0 \land WTB1 \land WTB2 \land WTB3)} \\
EC &= \overline{(WTC0 \land WTC1 \land WTC2 \land WTC3)} \\
ED &= \overline{(WTD0 \land WTD1 \land WTD2 \land WTD3)}
\end{align*}
\]

where EA, EB, EC, and ED are the (active-low) signals that enable or disable the tri-state buffers of the video memory, and, for example, WTA[0:3] are the four bits from window type memory forming a pixel code (* indicates the inversion of the term in parentheses). In the described embodiment, if the four bits are all high, which is a pixel code of 15, then a video pixel is indicated. The EA signal is thus sent as an enable (low) signal to enable the tri-state buffer for the corresponding output video channel of bus 74 of video memory 46. If any of the bits of the pixel code are low, then a disable (high) signal is sent to the corresponding tri-state buffer to disable that video channel of the video memory. WTB, WTC and WTD are the three other 4-bit pixel codes read on bus 61 to enable or disable the appropriate tri-state buffers of video memory 46.

[0039] Source selection logic 48 provides the following signals on bus 45 to bank 58 of graphics memory 36:

\[
\begin{align*}
B0_{-}EA &= B0_{-}GRE0 + (WTA0 \land WTA1 \land WTA2 \land WTA3) \\
B0_{-}EB &= B0_{-}GRE0 + (WTB0 \land WTB1 \land WTB2 \land WTB3) \\
B0_{-}EC &= B0_{-}GRE0 + (WTC0 \land WTC1 \land WTC2 \land WTC3) \\
B0_{-}ED &= B0_{-}GRE0 + (WT00 \land WTD1 \land WTD2 \land WTD3)
\end{align*}
\]

[0040] The following signals are provided on bus 49 to bank 60 of graphics memory 36:
B1_EA = B0_GRE1 + (WTA0 & WTA1 & WTA2 & WTA3)

B1_EB = B0_GRE1 + (WTB0 & WTB1 & WTB2 & WTB3)

B1_EC = B0_GRE1 + (WTC0 & WTC1 & WTC2 & WTC3)

B1_ED = B0_GRE1 + (WTD0 & WTD1 & WTD2 & WTD3)

where B0_EA-D and B1_EA-D are the (active-low) signals that enable or disable the tri-state buffers on banks 58 and 60. B0_GRE0 and B0_GRE1 are enable signals from graphics chip 34 to enable either bank 58 or bank 60, and WTA-D[0:3] are the four bits forming a pixel code. If the four bits for a channel are not all high, and the B0_GRE signal is high, then a graphics pixel (pixel code of 0-14) is indicated, and the enable signal, such as B0_EA, is set low to enable the corresponding tri-state buffer and graphics channel of the indicated bank of graphics memory 36. If all of the bits are high, then the enable signal is set high to disable the tri-state buffer for that channel. In other embodiments, other logic can be used to achieve the same results.

[0041] Source selection logic 48 also sends a frame grabber enable signal on bus 92 to frame grabber controller 52 to signal the frame grabber controller to begin sequencing video pixels out of video memory 46. The frame grabber enable signal is output from the source selection logic when the source selection logic receives a pixel code of 15 (all 4 high bits), indicating a video pixel, on any of the four channels output on bus 61 from window-type memory 38. Source selection logic 48 also receives two signals from the frame grabber controller on bus 92 which indicate if a display update cycle has occurred and if, so, allow the frame grabber controller to control the video memory’s tri-state buffers for that cycle (described below).

[0042] In an alternate embodiment, multiplexing logic can be used to select specific graphics and video channels instead of enabling or disabling memory outputs, as is well known to those skilled in the art.

[0043] Digital-to-analog converter (DAC) 50 is coupled to several input channels for the purpose of converting input digital data to output analog signals used by the display screen to display pixels. In the described embodiment, DAC 50 is a Brooktree BT483 DAC which includes an R input, a G input, a B input, and a WT input. DAC 50 preferably has two modes to display graphics pixels: a true color, 24-bit display mode, and a "pseudo-color" mode. The pseudo-color mode is an 8-bit display mode which uses a programmable color "palette" stored in the DAC to display "pseudo" 24-bit colors for graphics pixels. The color palette is a hardware (software-programmable) look-up table that matches 24-bit colors with the 8-bit graphics values that are input to the DAC in pseudo color mode. For example, an 8-bit graphics pixel value between 0-255 that is input to DAC 50 is referenced on the color palette, which stores a corresponding 24-bit value for each 8-bit value. The corresponding 24-bit value is used as the color of the 8-bit pixel. The 24-bit values in the color palette are previously chosen to correspond to specific 8-bit values. Typically, different color palettes are used for different application programs executed by microprocessor 31 (or another connected microprocessor); for example, the active application program provides an individual color palette from which all displayed 8-bit pixels are referenced. When the active application program is changed, a new color palette with different colors can be loaded and used by DAC 50. Pseudo color mode has the advantage that the graphics pixels require less memory space and processing time, with the drawback of less realistic pixel colors.

[0044] The mode of DAC 50 is selected for each pixel by the pixel codes from window-type memory 38. Graphics adapter chip 34 causes window-type memory 38 to send pixel codes to DAC 50. If the pixel code from the window-type memory is a value between 0-14, indicating a graphics pixel, the bits of the pixel code can be used to select either true color (24-bit) mode or pseudo color (8-bit) mode. For example, if the first bit of the pixel code is 0, one mode is indicated, and if the first bit is 1, the other mode is indicated. This graphics pixel code information can also be used to select different palettes for different graphics pixels in pseudo color mode, as is well-known to those skilled in the art.

[0045] DAC 50 uses all three inputs R, G, and B for video pixels. A video pixel is separated into three 8-bit portions, where each portion is input to one of the RGB inputs. A video pixel is combined into 24 bits in DAC 50. The R input preferably receives the first 8 bits, the G input the middle 8 bits, and the B input the final 8 bits of a video pixel. Each RGB input receives 4 video pixels at once in the described embodiment, each video pixel being sent on an 8-bit video channel. The 32-bit buses shown in Figure 2 each represent four 8-bit video channels.

[0046] The R input of DAC 50 is a special case. Since the graphics pixels from graphics memory 36 are 8-bits (in the described embodiment), only the R input to the DAC 50 is used for displaying graphics pixels in the described embodiment. Since both graphics data and video data use the R input, the graphics channels of bus 62 and the video channels of bus 74 coupled to the R input are multiplexed. Either a graphics pixel or a video pixel is sent to the R input
of the DAC on each channel. In other embodiments, different or additional inputs to DAC 50 can be similarly multiplexed.

[0047] As shown in Figure 2a, each 8-bit graphics channel 76 of bus 62 is connected to a corresponding 8-bit video channel 78 of bus 74. Output channels 80 of bus 82 are connected from the junction of the graphics and video channels to the DAC 50. A block of output pixels includes the pixels on the four output channels 80. As shown in Figure 2b, the connection of each 8-bit channel 76 and 78 includes a similar connection between each graphics bit line 84 in channel 76 with each video bit line 86 in channel 78. An output bit line 88 is coupled to each graphics and video bit line connection.

Since either graphics data or video data is displayed on the screen, either a graphics channel 76 or a connected (corresponding) video channel 78 is "selected" to output data (i.e., allowed to send its data) on the connected output channel 80. The method of sending graphics and video pixels and selecting appropriate channels is described below.

[0048] Referring to Figure 2, frame grabber controller 52 is coupled to the microprocessor of the computer system by system bus 32. Frame grabber controller can be implemented with an ASIC controller or with a different architecture; for example, a Xilinx 4000-series field programmable gate array (FPGA) can be used. The frame grabber controller controls the sequencing of input video data and output video data to and from video memory 46. Bus 90, including address and control lines, is used for general control of the video memory, including refresh, clocking video input, video output, and microprocessor access, as is well known to those skilled in the art. Frame grabber controller includes dummy pixel logic 53 for the insertion of dummy pixels in the video memory, as described below.

[0049] Frame grabber controller 52 also controls buffer 47 via line 91. Line 91 controls when video data from the random access port of video memory is sent on the system bus to the microprocessor to be sent out on network wires, such as in teleconferencing applications.

[0050] Frame grabber controller 52 also receives signals from and sends signals to source selection logic 48 on bus 92. As described above, bus 92 preferably includes 3 lines. One line is used to carry a signal from the source selection logic 48 to frame grabber controller 52 indicating that video pixels should be output on bus 74. Frame grabber controller 52 would be caused to shift video pixel data out of video memory 46 upon receiving this signal.

[0051] The remaining two lines of bus 92 are used to send a display update signal from frame grabber controller 52 to source selection logic 48. The display update signal allows the frame grabber controller to control the serial outputs of video memory during a display update cycle or "blanking." A display update cycle occurs when a display device, such as a CRT or display screen, must stop displaying data so that the scan line can be reset from the right edge of the screen to the left edge of the screen ("retrace") at the beginning of the next scan line. The frame grabber controller knows when the display update cycle occurs and can control video memory tri-state buffers to load data into the shift registers in the video memory during the display update cycle, as is well known to those skilled in the art. The second line of bus 92 selects which logic is controlling the video tri-state buffers (either the source selection logic (e.g., low) or the frame grabber controller (e.g., high)). When the output device is on a display update cycle, the frame grabber controller is selected. The third line of bus 92 is used to transmit a serial enable signal from the frame grabber controller; this signal is used when the frame grabber controller has been selected by the second line of bus 92. The serial enable signal allows the frame grabber controller to control the tri-state buffers during the display update cycle.

[0052] In the described embodiment, frame grabber controller 52 includes dummy pixel logic 53. Dummy pixel logic 53 is used to control the clocking of each video pixel to memory 46 from decoder/scaler 44. Logic 53 uses the dummy pixel value to determine how many dummy pixels are to be inserted in the input video pixel stream before the first video pixel on a displayed horizontal scan line. The insertion of dummy pixels is described in greater detail with respect to Figures 3a and 3b, and a preferred implementation of dummy pixel logic 53 is shown in Figure 4. Dummy pixel logic is shown implemented on the same integrated circuit chip as frame grabber controller 52. In alternate embodiments, dummy pixel logic 53 can be implemented as a separate chip or, for example, on the same chip as source selection logic 48.

[0053] Display screen 54 is a standard computer monitor or similar display preferably capable of displaying high resolution graphical pictures. Display screen 54 is coupled to DAC 50 and receives analog RGB outputs which determine the colors of pixels displayed by screen 54. A video window 57 of video pixels is preferably displayed amid a background of graphics pixels 59.

[0054] The display system of Figure 2 operates to display graphics data and video data on a display screen as follows. Microprocessor 31 sends instructions on system bus 32 to graphics adapter chip 34 to store a pixel code map in window-type memory 38 which indicates the current location of the pixels of a video window on the display screen. The microprocessor sends instructions to the graphics adapter chip to generate graphics pixel data in accordance with the microprocessor commands. The graphics adapter chip stores the generated graphics pixels in both banks of graphics memory 36. When the screen is ready to display pixels, the graphics adapter chip sends signals to graphics memory 36 to send out the graphics pixels in accordance with the display screen's parameters, such as refresh rate. The graphics adapter chip continuously sends out graphics data from the graphics memory.

[0055] Figure 3a is a portion of a display screen showing video pixels in a video window 96 and graphics pixels 97 surrounding video window 96. The pixels on the display screen are typically displayed in horizontal scan lines from left to right. For a particular horizontal scan line (or row) of pixels 98, the first pixel 100 on the left edge of the screen is
displayed, followed by the next pixel 102 to the right, and so on, until the right edge of the screen is reached. The process then repeats with the next horizontal row of pixels 104 below the horizontal row just displayed, etc.

[0056] Graphics memory 36 normally outputs blocks of four graphics pixels at a time to DAC 50 in the described embodiment. During this process, the source selection logic 48 enables all the tri-state buffers at the outputs of graphics memory 36 and disables all the tri-state buffers at the bus 74 outputs of video memory 46 so that only graphics channels are selected to output graphics data (the video memory is storing incoming video pixels from decoder/scaler 44 at this time). The graphics pixels are displayed sequentially on the display screen. Blocks 106 of four graphics pixels are displayed from left to right until the desired left border 108 of the video window is reached. At this point, the source selection logic 48 reads video pixel codes for the video window from the screen pixel map in window-type memory 98 (i.e., pixel codes having a value of 15 in the described embodiment). The source selection logic disables the tri-state buffers of all the graphics memory 36 outputs. Source selection logic 48 then signals the frame grabber controller 52 on bus 92 with the frame grabber enable signal to begin sequencing blocks of four video pixels at a time out of video memory 46. At the same time, source selection logic 48 enables tri-state buffers on the outputs of video memory 46 to allow video pixels on video channels 78 to be output from the video memory to the DAC. Using this process, blocks of graphics pixels are sent on output channels 80 (see Figure 2a) when the channels 80 are selected to display graphics data, and blocks of video pixels are sent on output channels 80 when the channels 80 are selected to display video data.

[0057] The left border 108 of the video window 96 as shown in Figure 3a is aligned with the edge of a block of graphics data, i.e. a discrete graphics block boundary. The left border of the video window is displayed after a block 106 of four graphics pixels have been displayed. In this situation, all four graphics channels are selected (enabled) to output a block of graphics pixels on output channels 80 until the video window is reached, at which time all the graphics channel tri-state buffers are disabled and all four tri-state buffers on video memory 46 are enabled to output a block of four video pixels on all four video channels 78. At the right edge of the video window (not shown), the source selection logic reads a graphics pixel code from window-type memory 38 and, in response, disables the video channels, signals the frame grabber controller to stop shifting out video pixels from video memory 46, and enables all four graphics channels. The same process occurs for each horizontal scan line.

[0058] Figure 3b shows a different situation, in which the left border 108 of the video window is displayed between a graphics block boundary. In this situation, some of the four output channels 80 must be selected to output graphics pixels, and, simultaneously, some of the four output channels 80 must be selected to output video pixels. That is, a block of data on the four output channels 80 must include both graphics pixels and video pixels. In the example of Figure 3b, the first two output channels must be graphics channels so that graphics pixels 110 and 112 are displayed, and the final two output channels must be video channels so that video pixels 114 and 116 are displayed.

[0059] To permit the video window to be displayed at an arbitrary graphics pixel boundary, video pixels must be output on specific video channels. The outputs of a video memory typically function by emptying out a block of all four video pixels (32 bits) in the output buffer of the video memory at once (for each 32 bit bus 70, 72, and 74). A video pixel is physically output on a video channel 78 only if the tri-state buffer for that video channel has been enabled. The next block of four video pixels in memory are then loaded into the output buffer of the video memory to be output at the next opportunity. This creates a problem when, as shown in Figure 3b, only some of the video pixels need to be output. If only the third and fourth tri-state buffers are enabled, the first and second video pixels in the output buffer are lost and never seen in the video window. This loss of data creates a chopped or "clipped" video window picture. On the other hand, if all four video pixels are output every time video pixels are displayed (no outputs disabled), then the video window cannot be arbitrarily aligned on any graphics pixel boundary; the video window must be displayed with horizontal alignment restrictions such that, in an N-way multiplexed system, the left border of the video window can only be positioned at every Nth horizontal pixel.

[0060] A solution to this arbitrary video window alignment problem in accordance with the present invention is to insert a number of dummy video pixels ("dummy pixels") in the sequence of outputted video pixels to shift the actual video pixel data. In the example of Figure 3b, two dummy pixels are inserted before the block of video pixel data. This shifts the first and second video pixels of the block into the third and fourth pixel locations (positions) of the block, the former third and fourth video pixels are shifted into the first and second positions of the next block of video pixels, and so on. When the block of video pixels is output from the output buffer of the video memory, the first and second video channels are disabled and the data at the first and second pixel positions are lost. However, only dummy data is in those first and second pixel positions. The third and fourth video channels are enabled, allowing the former first and second video pixels to be output and displayed on the screen in their proper sequence.

[0061] The number of dummy video pixels required to place the video window on an arbitrary graphics pixel boundary without loss of video data is equal to the column number of the left border of the video window modulus the number of output channels 80. In the example of Figure 3b, the video window begins at column number 202 (counting from the left edge of the screen). There are 4 output channels in a 4-way multiplexed system, so that the number of dummy pixels needed is 202 mod 4 (the remainder of 202/4), which equals 2. The microprocessor computes the number of dummy pixels required based upon the current position of the video window and stores the number in the frame grabber.
controller. Each time the video window is moved or resized, the microprocessor must update the number of dummy pixels in the frame grabber controller. The frame grabber controller 52 provides the dummy pixel values (i.e. the number of dummy pixels to insert) to the dummy pixel logic 53 (described below), which controls the clocking in of data from the decoder/scaler 44 to provide the proper number of dummy video pixels before each horizontal scan line of video pixels. Source selection logic 48 uses the pixel codes from window-type memory 38 to disable the proper tri-state buffers on the outputs to the video memory.

In the described embodiment, dummy pixels are created and inserted in the video memory by "clocking" identical video pixel values into multiple banks of the video memory 46 at the same time according to a clock signal (preferably, the video pixels are first clocked into shift registers and then stored into the banks of the video memory from the shift registers, as described above). The Banks that are clocked depending on the number of dummy pixels to be inserted is shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Dummy Video Pixels to Be Inserted</th>
<th>Banks clocked</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>A, B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>A, B, C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>A, B, C, D</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For example, if two dummy pixels are required as in Figure 3b, a single video pixel is clocked into Banks A, B, and C of the video memory simultaneously from decoder/scaler 44. The next video pixel from the decoder/scaler is clocked into Bank D. Only the video pixels loaded at Banks C and D will be selected to be output on video channels; the other two video pixels in Banks A and B are duplicate pixels of the pixel in Bank C (dummy pixels) that are lost. Dummy pixels are output in only one video pixel block per horizontal scan line, at the left border of the video window.

For the graphics memory are not needed, since the graphics adapter chip typically generates graphics pixels for the entire screen and continuously outputs those pixels from the output buffer whether the tri-state buffers on the graphics memory are enabled or disabled. At the right edge of the video window, the source selection logic 48 simply selects the proper graphics or video channels according to the pixel map in window-type memory 38.

Figure 4 is a block diagram of preferred dummy pixel logic 53 of the described embodiment for controlling the insertion of dummy pixels into the video pixel stream. Dummy pixel logic 53 preferably includes a counter 120 and channel logic 122. In the described embodiment, the dummy pixel value that represents how many dummy pixels to insert is a two-bit code that is written into the frame grabber controller 52 by microprocessor 31. This dummy pixel value is received by counter 120 on bus 32 before each incoming video scan line. Counter 120 is preferably a 2-bit modulo-4 counter that counts after each pixel is clocked into video memory 46 (known from the video clock 121 generated by the frame grabber controller). Counter 120 also receives a frame pixel indicator (FPI) signal on line 128, which clears counter 120 to zero when the first valid video pixel of a scan line is input to the video memory. The FPI signal can, for example, generated by a flip-flop internal to the frame grabber controller which sets FPI high before the first video pixel on a scan line and clears FPI (low) after the first video pixel. The output (C) of the counter 120 is a two bit number output on bus 126 to channel logic 122.

Channel logic 122 receives the 2-bit count C on bus 126 and also receives signal FPI on line 128. The FPI signal is set at the first video pixel on a scan line, and indicates to logic 122 whether or not the current pixel being clocked into video memory 46 is the first (left-most) video pixel on a scan line, such as video pixel 114 of Figure 3b. Channel logic 122 outputs four clock signals ACLK, BCLK, CCLK and DCLK on lines 130a-d, respectively, which are included in address/control bus 90 coupled to video memory 46. Each of the four clock signals 130a-d is coupled to an input Bank of video memory 46 as described above such that ACLK clocks a video pixel into Bank A, BCLK clocks a video pixel into Bank B, etc. A video pixel is clocked into a particular bank by applying a high pulse signal on a corresponding clock signal line 130a-d. Thus, if a pulse signal is sent on line 130a, a video pixel is clocked into Bank A.

Channel logic 22 implements the following logical equations:

\[ ACLK = \neg FPI + (C == 0) + FPI \]

\[ BCLK = \neg FPI + (C == 1) + FPI + (C >= 1) \]
CCLK = [FPI + (C == 2)] + FPI + (C == 2)

DCLK = [FPI + (C == 3)] + FPI + (C == 3)

which indicate that, for example, ACLK is provided as a high pulse signal on line 130a when FPI is false and C = 0, or if FPI is true, BCLK is a pulse signal on line 130b when FPI is false and C = 1, or FPI is true and C is 1, 2 or 3; CCLK is a pulse signal on line 130c when FPI is false and C = 2, or FPI is true and C is 2 or 3; and DCLK is a pulse signal on line 130d when FPI is false and C = 3, or FPI is true and C is 3. Logic 122 can be implemented with gates and other electronic components as is well-known to those skilled in the art.

[0067] Figure 5 is a schematic view of a second embodiment 30 of display system 30. In display system 30, DAC 50 has been replaced with a different type of DAC 50'. DAC 50' includes multiplexing circuitry on the chip such that video channels 78 of bus 74 and graphics channels 76 of bus 62 are connected to inputs of DAC 50' instead of being physically connected together. A suitable DAC for use as DAC 50' is the Brooktree BT885 DAC. This specific model cannot support 24-bit video using 4-way multiplexing as described above. Instead, in the described embodiment, 16-bit video is preferably used, in which 5 bits are used for the red portion, 6 bits for the green portion, and 5 bits for the blue portion of the signal. Thus, a 20-bit bus 74 includes four video channels of 5 bits per channel.

[0068] DAC 50' preferably selects graphics and video channels internally. Therefore, no separate source selection logic 48 or window-type memory 38 is required in the present embodiment. To select the correct channels, DAC 50' requires the location of the video window. The microprocessor writes the video window location information to DAC 50'. This information can include the coordinates of the opposite corners of the displayed video window. DAC 50' knows when to switch from graphics channels to video channels and vice versa by using internal components to keep track of the displayed pixels. A counter can be used to count the column at which an inputted pixel is being displayed, and another counter is used to similarly count the row of the displayed pixel. Four registers of the DAC can be used to store the location of the video window. The lower left corner of the video window, the row of the upper left corner, the column of the lower right corner of the video window, and the row of the lower right corner. The DAC can then enable the proper order of the graphics channels according to internal components, as is well-known to those skilled in the art. Using the video memory of the previously-described embodiment, DAC 50' can display 512 x 512 pixel video window.

[0069] DAC 50' also preferably includes a small first-in-first-out (FIFO) queue. Video data can be buffered or stored in FIFO until it is displayed. The FIFO thus eliminates the need for inserting dummy pixels on the video channels by dummy pixel logic 53, since the video data can be stored independently of displayed graphics pixels. The other components of display system 30' operate similarly to the components of display system 30.

[0070] By using a separate video memory for video data instead of sharing memory for graphics and video data, the graphics memory bandwidth can be much larger. A much higher data transfer rate can thus be achieved when displaying graphics pixels using this configuration. The use of "N" graphics channels and video channels allows data to be displayed at a rate fast enough to make full use of the DAC's high speed and avoid slowing down graphics-intensive operations. Finally, the use of dummy video pixels permits the video window to be located on any pixel column of the screen (i.e., single pixel resolution) and not be constrained to a discrete boundary after a block of N graphics pixels in an N-way multiplexed system.

[0071] Although specific embodiments of the present invention have been described, it should be understood that other specific forms are also contemplated. Particularly, the source selection logic can be implemented in many ways to perform the function of selecting channels from graphics and video memories to display a video window with greater data bandwidth.

[0072] The display system has been described as applied to various specific implementations. However, it should be appreciated that the described display system can be applied to a wide variety of applications. In some systems, for example, it may be possible to output specific pixels from video memory and align the video window without inserting dummy pixel pixels. In other implementations, it may be desirable to add a third source of displayed pixels such that three different buses are multiplexed before being input to the DAC.

Claims

1. A method of simultaneously displaying graphics data and video data on a display screen (54) of a computer system having graphics memory (58, 60) and video memory (46) arranged to store image information to be displayed on
storing graphics data received from a graphics source (31, 34) in the graphics memory (58, 60);
selectively outputting graphics data for a block of pixels simultaneously from the graphics memory (58, 60) on
a number of graphics channels (62) when only graphics data is to be transmitted to the screen on the output
channels (82) connected to said graphics channels (62);
selectively outputting video data for a block of pixels simultaneously from the video memory (46) on a number
of video channels (74) corresponding to said number of graphics channels (62) when only video data is to be
transmitted to the screen on said output channels (82), wherein said video channels (74) are coupled to said
graphics channels (62) to form said output channels (82) and wherein either graphics data or video data is
output to a display screen (54) on each output channel (82), characterised in that,
when both graphics data and video data are to be transmitted to the screen simultaneously in a single block
of data on said output channels (82), selectively causing the output channels that are intended to carry graphics
data to transmit only graphics data and selectively causing the output channels that are intended to carry video
data to transmit only video data by reading a window-type memory (38) to determine which pixels on said
screen (54) are intended to display graphics data and which pixels on said screen (54) are intended to display
video data.

2. A method as recited in claim 1 wherein said step of selectively causing the output channels (82) that are intended
to carry graphics data to transmit only graphics data and selectively causing the output channels (82) that are
intended to carry video data to transmit only video data includes outputting graphics data from said graphics memory
(58, 60) only on said intended graphics channels (62) and outputting video data from said video memory only
on said intended video channels (74).

3. A method as recited in claim 2 wherein said outputting of graphics data from said graphics memory (58, 60) is
accomplished by enabling buffers at an output of said graphics memory, and wherein said outputting video data
is accomplished by enabling buffers at an output of said video memory (46).

4. A method as recited in claim 2 or claim 3 wherein said graphics memory (58, 60) includes an output buffer coupled
to said graphics channels (62) and wherein said video memory (46) includes an output buffer coupled to said video
channels (74), wherein said output buffers store respective pixel data which are output from said respective memories when said memories are instructed next to output data.

5. A method as recited in claim 4 wherein said video memory (46) includes a shift register for storing pixel data,
wherein a portion of said pixel data is shifted from said shift register to said output buffer when said pixel data is
to be output.

6. A method as recited in claim 4 or claim 5 further comprising a step of inserting a number of dummy video pixel
values before said video data in said shift register, said number of dummy pixel values being based on the position
of a boundary separating graphics pixels and video pixels on said screen and the number of output channels.

7. A method as recited in claim 6 wherein said step of inserting said dummy video pixel values includes clocking a
video pixel value into a plurality of pixel locations in said shift register of said video memory (46) when said video
data is received from said video source (40), such that said dummy video pixel values are not output from said
video memory (46).

8. A method as recited in any preceding claim wherein said number of graphics channels (62) and said number of
video channels (74) is four.

9. A method as recited in any preceding claim further comprising a step of receiving an analog video signal from said
video source (40), converting said analog video signal into digital video data and storing said digital video data in
said video memory (46).

10. A method as recited in claim 9 further comprising a step of scaling said digital video data to a predetermined size.
11. A method as recited in any preceding claim wherein said video data transmitted to said screen is 24-bit true color video data.

12. An apparatus for simultaneously displaying graphics data and video data on a display screen of a computer system, the apparatus comprising:

- a graphics memory (58, 60) having a set of output graphics channels (62) suitable for simultaneously transmitting graphics data for a plurality of screen pixels;
- a video memory (46) having a set of output video channels (74) suitable for simultaneously transmitting video data for a plurality of screen pixels; and
- a converter element (50) for converting data on said output channels (62) into a form suitable for driving a display screen (54) of a computer system,

characterised in that each said video channel (74) is coupled to a corresponding graphics channel (62) to form a pair of channels and in that an output channel (82) is coupled to each of said pairs of graphics channels (62) and video channels (74), there being a selection element (48) for selectively causing either data from said graphics memory (58, 60) or data from said video memory (46) to pass on each of said output channels (82) such that the output channels may transmit a block of pixel data that simultaneously includes both graphics data and video data divided on a discrete pixel-by-pixel basis, wherein said selection element includes window-type memory (38) having a memory map of a location of a video window for display on a display screen (54) of a computer system.

13. An apparatus as recited in claim 12 wherein said graphics memory (58, 60) comprises a VRAM chip storing graphics data from a graphics chip.

14. An apparatus as recited in claim 12 or claim 13 wherein said video memory (46) comprises a VRAM chip for storing video data received from a video source (40).

15. An apparatus as recited in claim 14 wherein the video VRAM chip includes a tri-port VRAM chip having two sequential access ports and one random access port.

16. An apparatus as recited in any one of claims 12 to 15 wherein said selection element includes source selection logic (48) operative to read said memory map in said window-type memory (38) and to select said data on said output channels (82) according to said window-type memory.

17. An apparatus as recited in claim 16 wherein said source selection logic (48) is coupled to said graphics memory (58, 60) and to said video memory (46) and is operative to enable output buffers of said graphics memory and of said video memory to select said data on said output channels (82).

18. An apparatus as recited in any one of claims 12 to 17 wherein said converter element (50) includes a digital-to-analog converter (DAC).

19. An apparatus as recited in claim 18 wherein said DAC of said converter element (50) is coupled to said video memory (46) and is operative to convert a digital video signal from said video memory (46) to an analog signal capable of being displayed on a display screen (54).

20. An apparatus as recited in any one of claims 12 to 19 wherein said set of graphics channels (62) and said set of video channels (74) each include four channels.

21. An apparatus as recited in any one of claims 12 to 20 wherein said video memory (46) is operable to store a number of dummy pixels positioned before said video data in said video memory such that said dummy pixels are output on video channels that are not selected to output to said converter element (50).

22. An apparatus as recited in any one of claims 12 to 21 further comprising a frame grabber controller (52) coupled to said video memory (46) and said selection element (50) for controlling the output of video data from said video memory (46).

23. A computer system comprising:
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an apparatus according to any one of claims 12 to 22;
a processor (31);
a graphics adapter (34) coupled to said processor (31) for receiving commands from said processor and outputting graphics data according to the command, wherein the graphics memory (58, 60) is coupled to said graphics adapter (34) for storing said graphics data;
a video converter (42, 44) for converting a video signal from a video source (40) to video data suitable for storage in the video memory (46), wherein the video memory is coupled to said video converter (50) for storing said video data; and
a display screen (54) coupled to said converter element (50) operative to display the data converted by the converter element.

24. A computer system as recited in claim 23 wherein said video converter (42, 44) includes an analog-to-digital converter (ADC) (42) for converting an analog video signal to a digital signal.

25. A computer system as recited in claim 24 wherein said video converter (42, 44) includes a decoder/scaler (44) coupled to said ADC (42) operative to convert said digital signal output from said ADC (42) to video data suitable for storage in said video memory (46).

Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren des gleichzeitigen Darstellens graphischer Daten und Videodaten auf einem Anzeigebildschirm (54) eines Computersystems mit einem Graphikspeicher (58, 60) und einem Videospeicher (46), der vorgesehen ist, Bildinformationen zu speichern, die auf dem Anzeigebildschirm (54) angezeigt werden sollen, wobei der Anzeigebildschirm (54) eine Vielzahl von Bildpunkten bzw. Pixeln anzeigt, wobei der Graphikspeicher (58, 60) und der Videospeicher (46) jeweils vorgesehen sind, eine Sequenz von Blöcken aus Pixelsets zu dem Anzeigespeicher (54) auf Ausgangskanälen (82) zu übermitteln, und wobei jeder Block aus Pixelsets Daten für eine Menge von Schirmpixeln beinhaltet, die gleichzeitig als ein Block übertragen werden sollen, wobei das Verfahren die Schritte aufweist:

Ablegen graphischer Daten, die von einer Graphikquelle (31, 34) empfangen wurden, in dem Graphikspeicher (58, 60),

Ablegen von Videodaten, die von einer Videoquelle (40) empfangen wurden, in dem Videospeicher (46),

selektive Ausgabe von Graphikdaten für einen Pixelblock gleichzeitig aus dem Graphikspeicher (58, 60) auf eine Anzahl von Graphikkomponenten (62), wenn nur Graphikdaten über die Ausgangskanäle (82), die mit den Graphikkomponenten (62) verbunden sind, zu dem Schirm übermittelt werden sollen,

selektive Ausgabe von Videodaten für einen Pixelblock gleichzeitig aus dem Videospeicher (46) auf eine Anzahl von Videoskanälen (74), die der Anzahl von Graphikkomponenten (62) entspricht, wenn nur Videodaten über die Ausgangskanäle (82) zu dem Schirm übermittelt werden sollen, wobei die Videoskanäle (74) mit den Graphikkomponenten (62) gekoppelt sind, um die Ausgangskanäle (82) zu bilden und wobei entweder Videodaten oder Videodaten zu einem Anzeigesignal (54) auf jeden Ausgangskanal (82) ausgegeben werden, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß

wenn sowohl Graphikdaten als auch Videodaten gleichzeitig zu dem Schirm in einem einzelnen Datenblock über die Ausgangskanäle (82) übermittelt werden sollen, selektives Veranlassen der Ausgangskanäle, die dafür gedacht sind, Graphikdaten zu übertragen, nur Graphikdaten zu übertragen und selektives Veranlassen der Ausgangskanäle, die dazu gedacht sind, Videodaten zu tragen, nur Videodaten zu übertragen und zwar durch Lesen eines fensterartigen (window-type) Speichers (38), um zu bestimmen, welche Pixel auf dem Schirm (54) dafür vorgesehen sind, Graphikdaten darzustellen und welche Pixel auf dem Schirm (54) vorgesehen sind, Videodaten darzustellen.

2. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei der Schritt des selektiven Veranlassens der Ausgangskanäle (82), die dafür gedacht sind Graphikdaten zu tragen, nur Graphikdaten zu übertragen und des selektiven Veranlassens derjenigen Ausgangskanäle (82), die dafür gedacht sind Videodaten zu tragen, nur Videodaten zu übertragen, das Ausgeben von Graphikdaten von dem Graphikspeicher (58, 60) nur über die vorgesehenen Graphikkomponenten (62) und Ausgeben
der Videodaten von dem Videospeicher nur über die vorgesehenen Videokanäle (74) beinhaltet.


4. Verfahren nach Anspruch 2 oder 3, wobei der Graphikspeicher (58, 60) einen Ausgangspufferspeicher beinhaltet, der mit den Graphikkanaülen (62) verbunden ist und wobei der Videospeicher (46) einen Ausgangspufferspeicher beinhaltet, der mit den Videokanälen (74) verbunden ist, wobei die Ausgangspuffer jeweils Pixeldaten speichern, die von den jeweiligen Speichern ausgegeben werden, wenn die Speicher das nächste Mal instruiert werden, Daten auszugeben.


8. Verfahren nach einem der vorherigen Ansprüche, wobei die Anzahl von Graphikkanaülen (62) und die Anzahl von Videokanälen (74) vier ist.


10. Verfahren nach Anspruch 9, das weiterhin den Schritt des Skalierens der digitalen Videodaten auf eine vorbestimmte Größe aufweist.

11. Verfahren nach einem der vorherigen Ansprüche, wobei die Videodaten, die zu dem Schirm übertragen werden, 24-Bit-Echtfarbenvideodaten sind.

12. Vorrichtung zum gleichzeitigen Anzeigen von Graphikdaten und Videodaten auf einem Anzeigeschirm eines Computersystems, wobei die Vorrichtung aufweist:

   ein Graphikspeicher (58, 60), der einen Satz von Ausgangsgraphikkanaülen (62) hat, die geeignet sind, gleichzeitig Graphikdaten für eine Vielzahl von Schirmpixeln zu übertragen,

   ein Videospeicher (46), der einen Satz von Ausgangsvideokanälen (74) hat, die geeignet für die gleichzeitige Übertragung von Videodaten für eine Mehrzahl von Schirmpixeln sind, und

   ein Wandlerelement (50) zum Wandeln der Daten auf den Ausgangskanälen (62) in eine Form, die geeignet ist, einen Anzeigeschirm (54) eines Computersystems anzutreiben,

dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß jeder Videokanal (74) mit einem entsprechenden Graphikkanal (62) gekoppelt ist, um ein Kanalpaar zu bilden, und dadurch, daß ein Ausgangskanal (62) mit jedem der Paare von Graphikkanaülen (62) und Videokanälen (74) gekoppelt ist, wobei ein Auswahlerelement (48) vorhanden ist, um wahlweise entweder Daten von dem Graphikspeicher (58, 60) oder Daten von dem Videospeicher (46) zu veranlassen, die Ausgangskanäle (62) zu passieren, so daß die Ausgangskanäle einen Block von Pixeldaten übertragen können, die gleichzeitig sowohl Graphikdaten und Videodaten beinhalten, aufgeteilt auf einer diskreten Pixel-für-Pixel-Basis, wobei
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das Auswahlelement einen Speicher (38) vom Fenstertyp beinhaltet, der einen Speicherplan der Anordnung eines Videofensters zum Anzeigen auf einem Anzeigeschirm (54) eines Computersystems besitzt.

13. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 12, wobei der Graphikspeicher (58, 60) einen VRAM-Chip aufweist, der Graphikdaten von einem Graphikchip speichert.


16. Vorrichtung nach einem der Ansprüche 12 bis 15, wobei das Auswahlelement eine Logik (48) für die Quellenauswahl aufweist, die in der Lage ist, den Speicherplan in dem fensterartigen Speicher (38) zu lesen und die Daten auf den Ausgangskanälen (82) in Übereinstimmung mit dem fensterartigen Speicher auszuwählen.

17. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 16, wobei die Logik (48) zur Quellenauswahl mit dem Graphikspeicher (48, 60) und dem Videospeicher (46) verbunden ist und in der Lage ist, Ausgangspufferspeicher des Graphikspeichers und des Videospeichers freizugeben, um die Daten auf den Ausgangskanälen (82) auszuwählen.

18. Vorrichtung nach einem der Ansprüche 12 bis 17, wobei das Wandlerelement (50) einen Digital-Analog-Wandler (DAC) beinhaltet.


21. Vorrichtung nach einem der Ansprüche 12 bis 20, wobei der Videospeicher (46) so betreibbar ist, daß eine Anzahl von Scheinpixeln, die vor den Videodaten positioniert sind in dem Videospeicher abgelegt werden, so daß die Scheinpixel an Videoschirmen ausgegeben werden, die nicht ausgewählt wurden, um an das Wandlerelement (50) auszugeben.

22. Vorrichtung nach einem der Ansprüche 12 bis 21, die weiterhin einen Controller (52) für die Einzelbilderfassung aufweist, der mit dem Videospeicher (46) und dem Auswahlelement (50) verbunden ist, um den Ausgang der Videodaten von dem Videospeicher (46) zu kontrollieren.

23. Ein Computersystem, das aufweist:

   eine Vorrichtung nach einem der Ansprüche 12 bis 22,

   einen Prozessor (31),

   einen Graphikadapter (34), der mit dem Prozessor (31) verbunden ist, um Befehle von dem Prozessor zu erhalten und Graphikdaten entsprechend den Befehlen auszugeben, wobei der Graphikspeicher (58, 60) mit dem Graphikadapter (34) verbunden ist, um die Graphikdaten zu speichern,

   einen Videowandler (42, 44) zum Umwandeln eines Videosignals von einer Videoquelle (40) in Videodaten, die geeignet sind, in dem Videospeicher (46) gespeichert zu werden, wobei der Videospeicher mit dem Videowandler (50) verbunden ist, um die Videodaten zu speichern und

   einen Anzeigeschirm (54), der mit dem Wandlerelement (50) verbunden ist und in der Lage ist, die Daten, die von dem Wandlerelement umgewandelt wurden, darzustellen.

Revisions

1. Procédé d'affichage simultané de données graphiques et de données vidéo sur un écran (54) d'affichage d'un système informatique ayant une mémoire graphique (58, 60) et une mémoire vidéo (46) agencées pour mémoriser de l'information d'image à afficher sur l'écran (54) d'affichage, l'écran (54) d'affichage affichant une multiplicité de pixels, dans lequel la mémoire graphique (58, 60) et la mémoire vidéo (46) sont chacune agencées pour transmettre une séquence de blocs de données de pixel à l'écran (54) d'affichage sur des canaux (82) de sortie, et dans lequel chaque bloc de données de pixel inclut des données pour une pluralité de pixels d'écran qui est à transmettre simultanément en tant que bloc, le procédé comprenant les étapes consistant :

à mémoriser, dans la mémoire graphique (58, 60), des données graphiques reçues d'une source graphique (31, 34) ;
à mémoriser, dans la mémoire vidéo (46), des données vidéo reçues d'une source vidéo (40) ;
à sortir sélectivement les données graphiques pour un bloc de pixels simultanément de la mémoire graphique (58, 60) sur un certain nombre de canaux graphiques (62) lorsque seules des données graphiques sont à transmettre à l'écran sur les canaux (82) de sortie connectés auxdits canaux graphiques (62) ;
à sortir sélectivement les données vidéo pour un bloc de pixels simultanément de la mémoire vidéo (46) sur un certain nombre de canaux vidéo (74) correspondant au nombre de canaux graphiques (62) lorsque seules des données vidéo sont à transmettre à l'écran sur lesdits canaux (82) de sortie, dans lequel lesdits canaux vidéo (74) sont couplés auxdits canaux graphiques (62) pour former lesdits canaux (82) de sortie, et dans lequel on sort, vers un écran (54) d'affichage soit des données graphiques soit des données vidéo sur chaque canal (62) de sortie ;

caractérisé en ce que,

lorsque l'on transmet, à l'écran, à la fois des données graphiques et des données vidéo simultanément en un seul bloc de données sur lesdits canaux (82) de sortie, en faisant sélectivement en sorte que les canaux de sortie, qui sont destinés à transporter des données graphiques, transmettent seulement des données graphiques, et en faisant sélectivement que les canaux de sortie, qui sont destinés à transporter des données vidéo, transmettent seulement des données vidéo en lisant une mémoire (38) de type fenêtre pour déterminer quels pixels sur ledit écran (54) sont destinés à afficher des données graphiques et quels pixels sur ledit écran (54) sont destinés à afficher des données vidéo.

2. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel ladite étape consistant à faire que les canaux (82) de sortie qui sont destinés à transporter des données graphiques, transmettent seulement des données graphiques et à faire en sorte sélectivement que les canaux (82) de sortie qui sont destinés à transporter des données vidéo, transmettent seulement des données vidéo, comprend la sortie de données graphiques de ladite mémoire graphique (58, 60) seulement sur lesdits canaux graphiques prévus (62) et la sortie de données vidéo provenant de ladite mémoire vidéo seulement sur lesdits canaux vidéo prévus (74).

3. Procédé selon la revendication 2, dans lequel ladite sortie de données graphiques de ladite mémoire graphique (58, 60) se fait en validant des mémoires tampons au niveau d'une sortie de ladite mémoire graphique, et dans lequel ladite sortie de données vidéo se fait en validant des mémoires tampons au niveau d'une sortie de ladite mémoire vidéo (46).

4. Procédé selon la revendication 2 ou la revendication 3, dans lequel ladite mémoire graphique (58, 60) comprend une mémoire tampon de sortie associée auxdits canaux graphiques (62), et dans lequel ladite mémoire vidéo (46) comprend une mémoire tampon de sortie associée auxdits canaux vidéo (74), dans lequel lesdites mémoires tampons de sortie mémorisent des données de pixel respectives qui sont sorties desdites mémoires respectives lorsque l'on ordonne auxdites mémoires de sortir ensuite des données.

5. Procédé selon la revendication 4, dans lequel ladite mémoire vidéo (46) comprend un registre à décalage destiné à mémoriser des données de pixel, dans lequel une partie desdites données de pixel est décalée dudit registre à décalage dans ladite mémoire tampon de sortie lorsque lesdites données de pixel doivent être sorties.
6. Procédé selon la revendication 4 ou la revendication 5, comprenant en outre une étape d'insertion d'un certain nombre de valeurs fictives de pixel de vidéo avant lesdites données vidéo dans ladit registre à décalage, ledit nombre de valeurs fictives de pixels étant basé sur la position d'une frontière séparant des pixels graphiques et des pixels vidéo sur ledit écran et sur le nombre de canaux de sortie.

7. Procédé selon la revendication 6, dans lequel ladite étape consistant à insérer lesdites valeurs fictives de pixels vidéo comprend l'envoi rythmé d'une valeur de pixel vidéo dans une pluralité d'emplacements de pixels dudit registre à décalage de ladite mémoire vidéo (46), lorsque lesdites données vidéo sont reçues de ladite source (40) de vidéo, de sorte que lesdites valeurs fictives de pixel vidéo ne sont pas sorties de ladite mémoire vidéo (46).

8. Procédé selon l'une quelconque des revendications précédentes, dans lequel ledit nombre de canaux graphiques (62) et ledit nombre de canaux vidéo (74) sont de quatre.

9. Procédé selon l'une quelconque des revendications précédentes, comprenant en outre une étape consistant à recevoir un signal vidéo analogique de ladite source vidéo (40), à convertir ledit signal vidéo analogique en données vidéo numériques et à mémoriser lesdites données vidéo numériques dans ladite mémoire vidéo (46).

10. Procédé selon la revendication 9, comprenant en outre une étape consistant à mettre à l'échelle lesdites données vidéo numériques à une taille prédéterminée.

11. Procédé selon l'une quelconque des revendications précédentes, dans lequel lesdites données vidéo transmises audit écran sont des données vidéo couleur vraie de 24 bits.

12. Appareil destiné à afficher simultanément des données graphiques et des données vidéo sur un écran d'affichage d'un système informatique, l'appareil comprenant :

   une mémoire graphique (58, 60) comportant un ensemble de canaux graphiques (62) de sortie appropriés pour transmettre simultanément des données graphiques pour une pluralité de pixels d'écran ;
   une mémoire vidéo (46) comportant un ensemble de canaux vidéo (74) de sortie appropriés pour transmettre simultanément des données vidéo pour une pluralité de pixels d'écran ;
   un élément convertisseur (50) destiné à convertir des données sur lesdits canaux (62) de sortie en une forme appropriée pour attaquer un écran (54) d'affichage d'un système informatique,

   caractérisé en ce que chacun desdits canaux vidéo (74) est couplé à un canal graphique (62) correspondant pour former une paire de canaux et en ce qu'un canal (62) de sortie est couplé à chacune desdites paires de canaux graphique (62) et canal vidéo (74), un élément (48) de sélection servant à faire que sélectivement, soit les données provenant de ladite mémoire graphique (58, 60), soit les données provenant de ladite mémoire vidéo (46) passent sur chacun desdits canaux (62) de sortie de sorte que les canaux de sortie peuvent transmettre un bloc de données de pixel qui comprend simultanément à la fois des données graphiques et des données vidéo réparties sur une base discrète pixel par pixel, dans lequel ledit élément de sélection comprend une mémoire (38) de type fenêtre ayant une carte de mémoire d'un emplacement d'une fenêtre vidéo pour affichage sur un écran (54) d'affichage d'un système informatique.

13. Appareil selon la revendication 12, dans lequel ladite mémoire graphique (58, 60) comprend une puce de VRAM (mémoire vive vidéo) mémorisant des données graphiques d'une puce graphique.

14. Appareil selon la revendication 12 ou la revendication 13, dans lequel ladite mémoire vidéo (46) comprend une puce de VRAM destinée à mémoriser des données vidéo reçues d'une source vidéo (40).

15. Appareil selon la revendication 14, dans lequel la puce de VRAM vidéo comprend une puce de VRAM à trois points d'accès ayant deux points d'accès à accès séquentiel et un point d'accès à accès aléatoire.

16. Appareil selon l'une quelconque des revendications 12 à 15, dans lequel ledit élément de sélection comprend une logique (48) de sélection de source servant à lire ladite carte de mémoire dans ladite mémoire (38) du type fenêtre et à sélectionner lesdites données sur lesdits canaux (62) de sortie en fonction de ladite mémoire du type fenêtre.

17. Appareil selon la revendication 16, dans lequel ladite logique (48) de sélection de source est associée à ladite mémoire graphique (58, 60) et à ladite mémoire vidéo (46) et sert à permettre aux mémoires tampons de sortie
de ladite mémoire graphique et de ladite mémoire vidéo de sélectionner lesdites données sur lesdits canaux (62) de sortie.

18. Appareil selon l'une quelconque des revendications 12 à 17, dans lequel ledit élément convertisseur (50) comprend un convertisseur de numérique en analogique (DAC).

19. Appareil selon la revendication 18, dans lequel ledit DAC dudit élément convertisseur (50) est associé à ladite mémoire vidéo (46) et sert à convertir un signal vidéo numérique de ladite mémoire vidéo (46) en un signal analogique capable d'être affiché sur un écran (54) d'affichage.

20. Appareil selon l'une quelconque des revendications 12 à 19, dans lequel ledit ensemble de canaux graphiques (62) et ledit ensemble de canaux vidéo (74) comprennent chacun quatre canaux.

21. Appareil selon l'une quelconque des revendications 12 à 20, dans lequel ladite mémoire vidéo (46) sert à mémoriser un certain nombre de pixels fictifs positionnés avant lesdites données vidéo dans la mémoire vidéo de façon telle que lesdits pixels fictifs soient sortis sur des canaux vidéo qui ne sont pas sélectionnés pour sortir vers ledit élément convertisseur (50).

22. Appareil selon l'une quelconque des revendications 12 à 21, comprenant en outre un régisseur (52) de capteur d'image associé à ladite mémoire vidéo (46) et audit élément (50) de sélection pour commander la sortie de données vidéo de ladite mémoire vidéo (46).

23. Système informatique comprenant :

   un appareil selon l'une quelconque des revendications 12 à 22 ;
   un processeur (31) ;
   un adaptateur graphique (34) associé audit processeur (31) pour recevoir des instructions dudit processeur et pour sortir des données graphiques en fonction des instructions, dans lequel la mémoire graphique (58, 60) est associée audit adaptateur graphique (34) pour mémoriser lesdites données graphiques ;
   un convertisseur (42, 44) de vidéo destiné à convertir un signal vidéo issu d'une source (40) de vidéo en données vidéo appropriées pour mémorisation dans la mémoire vidéo (46), dans lequel la mémoire vidéo est associée audit convertisseur (50) de vidéo pour mémoriser lesdites données vidéo ; et un écran (54) d'affichage associé audit élément convertisseur (50) servant à afficher les données converties par l'élément convertisseur.

24. Système informatique selon la revendication 23, dans lequel ledit convertisseur (42, 44) de vidéo comprend un convertisseur d'analogique en numérique (ADC) (42) destiné à convertir un signal vidéo analogique en un signal numérique.

25. Système informatique selon la revendication 24, dans lequel ledit convertisseur (42, 44) de vidéo comprend un décodeur/chaîneur d'échelle (44) associé audit ADC (42) servant à convertir ledit signal numérique sorti dudit ADC (42) en données vidéo appropriées pour mémorisation dans ladite mémoire vidéo (46).